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Gaza Strip

PRAYER FOR THIS COUNTRY
Lord, the ruler of this earth, we proclaim over the war ridden region of Gaza: He
makes wars cease to the ends of the earth. He breaks the bow and shatters the
spear; He burns the shields with fire. Bring an end to the conflict that the flared-up,
a first test for Israel’s new government, following a march in East Jerusalem by
Jewish nationalists who had drawn threats of action by Hamas, the ruling militant
group in Gaza. Nullify the renewed fighting in the face of continued terrorist acts
emanating from Gaza. Disarm the Hamas fighters in camouflage of their long-range
rockets, missile launchers and drones so that the international bodies will help
rebuild Gaza. Bring the Gazan authorities into realization that the Gaza Strip is
exposed to the danger of the novel CORONAVIRUS pandemic spreading and take
all the measures to curb the severity of the crises Let the Gazans understand that
God rules by His might forever; His eyes keep watch on the nations; Let not the
rebellious exalt themselves ( The Bible, Psalm 66:7).

MORE ABOUT THIS COUNTRY
The Gaza Strip is a narrow strip of land along the Mediterranean Sea in the Middle East,
bordered by Egypt to the southwest and Israel to the north and east. Mahmoud Abbas is
the president and Salam Fayyad is the Prime Minister in Gaza. The CORONAVIRUS
found its way into the impoverished Palestinian territory, just as Israel was tightening its
blockade in a standoff with Gaza’s militant Hamas rulers, and a strict lockdown has
confined everyone to their homes. An outbreak could be devastating in the crowded,
impoverished area, which only has 97 intensive care unit beds and ventilators, according
to the charity Oxfam.

https://www.win1040.org/prayercalendar/gaza-strip/
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+66%3A7&version=NIV
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